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'

Today is the last day
preregistered students may
pick up ID's and validation
j..,..,~.Jaucls. Students whose !D's
''~lt&\tll. are not picked up after this
"
date will be disenrolled.
These students will be
required to re-register.

•..

Group Will Probe
Minority Programs
The Faculty Policy Committe (FPC) Wednesday discussed the
establishment of a task force to investigate the status of several UNM
programs, among them, Women Studies, Afro-American Studies,
Chicano Studies and Native American Studies.
Th~ task force would be charged with the duty of "examining the
way m which new programs are developed and structurally in·
tegrated at the University." ·
It will consist of fifteen members drawn from the student body,
faculty and administration and will receive its mandate from the FPC
and the office· of the Vice-President for Academic Affairs at UNM.
A memo on the topic by Jamzs Thorson, FPC Chairman, and
Chester Travelstead, vice-president of academic affairs, states "new
programs (at UNM) have been established with new money. Within
the next few years, however, given the high probability of a leveling
off of the size of the student body, it 'will be necessary to move even
more carefully in the establishment of new pr6grams, new departments, and new divisions."
The memo says "close comparison may be necessary for the faculty,
which has considerable authority in the establishment of programs, to
make well-informed, intelligent decisions, and to establish priorities."
Photo by Amy Rader
Besides Women Studies and the three ethnic studies, the task force
The "Moon Band" is seen performing for a noontime audience in the SUB. Live enwould
also be rsponsible for examining University "programs'' such
·tertainment in the SUB is one of the many scheduled events sponsored. by Student Acas
the
Division of Computing and Information Science, Latin
tivities and ASUNM.
·
American Studies, Cultural Awareness and the General Honors
Program.
Will ASUNM Match Funds?
The task force is charged with completing its report and making
• recommendations by February 1 of next year.
·
In other action Wednesday, the FPC discussed the higher entrance
requirements proposed for UNM and in particular, debated the
By Kathy Perovic:h
University would waive the rent requirement of two years of a foreign language for incoming freshAlthough the question of who
on the International Center.
· men. The subject was tabed until the FPC's next meeting on Sept. 9
will pay the UNM International
"But
the
others
are when the group will decide whether to recommend any changes in the
Center's rent for- this year still
academically oriE>'lted, whicb requirt;oments pruposed last spring by the faculty .
remains unanswered, a solution
would exempt th.em from paying
seems to be close at hand.
rent, while the International
Traditionally, the ASUNM
Center is service oriented. They
Senate annually allocated the
are really not in the same
category," Wilson said.
necessary $2,680. But because
the rent was deleted from this
Several years ago the adyear's budget, it was decided
ministration financed an addition
the center Apodaca said, "We
that the International center
to the Center which resulted in a
By Joseph Monahan
would cover half the amount,
rent increase from $120 to $220
A new concepUn state govern- hope the beginning of this office
with the Senate introducing an
per month.
ment became a reality yesterday is truly a real effort to make state
appropriation for matching fun:
The University recently as Governor Jerry Apodaca for- government more responsive."
The Albuquerque center is one
ds.
provided the funds necessary for mally opened the Albuquerque
of five planned for the state but
The appropriation introduced
refurnishing and painting the Citizen Service Center.
at last Wednesday's meeting is
Center. Fernando Maresma, who
The center, located on the the opening of the remaining four
pending recommendation by the
became head of the Center last eighth floor of the Plaza del Sol is dependent on the success of
Senate Finance Committee,
Fernando Maresma
July, said the administration has Building, shared its opening with this one.
After sharing the speaker's
been very cooperative.
Plaza del Sol which besides
whereupon it will be returned to
the Senate body for a vote.
.
because the Women's Center and
In regard to future rent housing the service center, holds podium with Senator Joseph
ASUNM President Alan the Chicano Studies Center are payment, Wilson said he hoped the Coronado Savings and Loan Montoya (D-N.M.), Mayor Harry
Kinney and Congressman
Wilson said he. thought the not required to pay rent, and the Senate would allocate money Association.
(Continued on page 8)
~S~e~n~a~t!e~d~e~Je~t~e~d~t~h!!e~'~'r:!e~n~t..!m~on~e~·Y['~'..,lP!!e;r~h!a!!ps!_!t~h!e~S~e~n~a~t!e_.:!~~~t~h!!e;_;t!!o.:;c~ov:e~r;_t~h!!e~r~e;n~t~~!!!:,~~--.....,;I~n announcing the opening of

Center's Rent: So.lution Possible
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Citizen Center Reduces
Bureaucracy's Red Tape

Ex~POW

Takes NROTC Helm:
~coming ·Home Was Experience'
By Harold Smith

A former prisoner of war
(POW) in North Vietnam and a
Captain in the U.S. Navy will
assume command of the Naval
Reserve Officer Training Corps
(NROTC) unit at UNM today at
?:30 p.m.
Capt. Leo T. Profilet will
replace Marine Colonel James T.
O'Mara at the NROTC helm.
Profilet's new job will be less
dramatic than his 26 prior years
as a Naval flight officer, but he
said, "I'm looking forward to it
with a lot of anticipation, The
students here are top notch.
''It's inspirational for a guy my
age to be able to work with young
men an d women. "
Heis47
sold.

Profilet seems to be just like months when he is completely
any other average American alone?
"YOU THINK a lot," Profilet
military officer of his rank, but
with the knowledge that he spent said. "You do things like fool
six long years, many of them in •around with mathematics in your
isolation, as a POW, one head. It was only, after I was a
inevitably begins to wonder what POW that I realized I was a for"life" was really like for this man mula plugger. I major!Jd in
in prison. "It involved isolation engineering when I was in
and
torture
during
in- college, but I didn't know the fundamentals.
terrog~tion," he said. "In my
"This is a point I try to make to
case, I was in isolation for the firstudents. I stress learning funst 27 months I was a prisoner."
damentals. Learn the damn funProfilet was shot down over damentals."
After the situations en"
Hanoi on his fifty-ninth mission
in an A·6 Intruder in August countered by men like Profilet in
1967. · He was captured and North Vie.tnam and in North
remained a prisoner of war until Korea the military has been considering methods to insure the
the spring of 1973.
!Continued <>ll pngc 9)
What does a man do for

Captain Leo T. Profilet, USN
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Lid Shortage Becomes Crisis;
Dealers Cannot Supply Demand

World

News

Somerset plans to distribute lids
UNITED PRESS
"It was just terrible."
. INTERNATIONAL
Baron, of Somerset, Pa., and Saturday at 74 cents a dozen .
':!;'he lid is off the great canning ' two friends volunteered to help · Though it says it is unlikely to fill
Hy United Press International
·
Kirsten Felton take canning lid all the orders.
lid scandal.
The Commerce Department
Hundreds of thousands of orders in the southwestern Pentried solving the problem. It
Americans, attempting to Qeat nsylvania community of ~500.
WASHINGTON --Despite the 1971 ban on cigarette
inflation by canning home-grown
:'My phone rang all day and all worked out a program calling for
promotion on radio and television, the tobacco industry is
produce, cannot find the lids with night. I finally had to ·take it off Goodwill Industries Inc. to
steadily pouring more money into cigarette advertising, the
distribute the lids. Goodwill ran
which to do the job and most ef· the hook at midnight."
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) said Thursday.
forts to solve the problem have
At the end they had orders for out of its 2.89 million lid supply in
Industry cigarette advertising spending increased from
met with frustration.
as many as 16,000 boxes of a week and announced last week
$247.5 million in 1973, to $306.8 million in 1!)74, nearing the all.
"I wish I had never opened my lids-nearly
200,000
lids. that some 238,000 persons who
time high of $314.7 ·million spent during the year before the
ordered lids would get their
mouth," laments Bonnie Baron. American Services Corp. of
radio-television ban was imposed, FTC said in a report to
checks back.
Congress.
The Agriculture Department
Newspapers, magazines, billboards, and direct advertising
called on state directors of
were used more heavily by the industry in 1974 than in the
agriculture to work out state-byprevious year, said the report, based on information filed with
state allocations for canning lids
FTC by domestic cigarette manufacturers.
with distributors and retailers.
The USDA also warned against experimenting with risky canWASHINGTON (UPIJ-Presi- regarding the food stamp ning lid substitutes-including
WASHINGTON--The "overwhelming majority" of funeral
dent Ford met with cabinet mem- program," the White House said bathroom caulking. It said that
homes embalm corpses as a matter of course, often without
bers and his economists Thurs- in a brief statement before the af- makeshift lids can lead to food
family consent and even when embalming violates religious
spoilage and development of
day to work on "a comprehensive ternoon session.
precepts. A Federal Trade Commission (FCC) staff memo said
"The meeting is to present op- botulism.
retorm proposal" for food stamThursday.
Ball Corp. of Muncie, Ind., and
tions to the President and allow
ps.
The memo said rush embalming is done because it stimulates
Kerr
Glass Manufacturing Co. of
White House aides said Ford's him to give guidance to the
sales of fancy caskets and deters consumers from dealing with
proposal would be aimed at cabinet and staff before final Los Angeles-the nation's two
other funeral homes which may charge less.
.
slowing the mushrooming cost of decisions are )11ade on a com- top lid manufacturers, say they
·rhe FTC memo supported proposed FTC rules to regulate
cannot keep up with demands.
the food stamp program and prehensive reform proposal."
the $2 billion funeral home industry, including a rule forbidding
Ford told Congress in a special · "We can't step up production
sharply tightening up eligibility
undertakers to pick up or embalm corpses with.out permission
message
July 25 the program had any more than seven days a
for participation.
from the family,
Although Congress would expanded to the point where week, three shifts a day," said
"Embalming is vital because the funeral industry makes its
have to approve. Conservative benefits were going to 19.2 Vern Schranz. Ball corporate
monev from the sale of ornate caskets with silk linings, satin
members of both the House and million Americans at a cost ex- secretary and public relations
pillov:;s and Beautyrcst mattresses; burial clothes and shoes;
Senate have been calling for such pected to reach $6.8 billion in this director. ·
and a variety of other goods and services, all of which depend
He said the company had been
cutbacks for months. fiscal year-compared to 500,000
upon open-casket viewing of the remains," the FTC memo said.
getting
300 calls a day and some
Congressmen were not invited to at a cost of $36 million a decade
4000
letters
a week from people
ago. The Kennedy administration
the 50-minute meeting.
Presidential
spokesmen began food stamps as an ex- searching for lids.
Kerr also
was having
declined later to describe alter- perimental program and it grew
WASHINGTON--The Republican.s announced Thursday they
problems.
.
slowly
until
the
Nixon
adnatives under consideration or
will decide in 11 days where and when they will hold their 1976
"We estimate total demand at
what recommendations Ford got ministration gave it a push.
national convention. Kansas City, Mo., Miami Beach and
about
2 billion (lids) but all com"The flaws in the existing law
from those present, including
Cleveland remain the leading contenders.
Agricuiture Secretary Earl Butz easily can be seen," he said. "In panies combined will probably
The GOP's site selection committee scheduled a meeting Sunday, Sept. 7 to vote on its recommendation, which will be suband Welfare Secretary David short, what has evolved in just 10 come up with about 1.6 billion,"
years is another massive, multimitted the next day to the Republican National Committee for
Mathews.
"We estimate total demand at
"The President will meet with billion dollar program almost unfinal action.
about
2 billion (lids) but all comcertain members of the cabinet controlled and fully supported by
The Republicans also must decide whether to hold their conpanies
combined will probably
and his staff to discuss key issues federal taxpayers."
vention starting Aug. 16 or Aug. 23.
come up with about 1.6 billion,"
Kerr President William A. Kerr
told a California department of
consumer affairs hearing.
!he cooking, the cleaning (we even make
your bed). That leaves you time to do
He said the shortage was
Live at the
what you want to do. The buildings ·are
caused by a tin plate and soda ash
College Inn.
completely co-ed. and you can walk to
shortage in late 1973 and 1974
campus.
Now
is
the
best
time
to
think
and was complicated by inWe know the College Inn isn"t the Taj
you
want
to
live.
about
where
creased
demand "fueled by inMahal. But for a place to live. we think
Call
us
at
243·2881.
flation
and
recession."
ifs about the best choice you can make.
---·· - - · ·
Kerr
officials
denied
No Chores
housewives charges that comAt the College Inn we take care of
panies that manufacture jars are
of those nagging chores: the shopping.
creating a false lid shortage to
force consumers to buy jars to
get lids.
Harold Metsker, vice
president and general manager
of Kerr's consumer .products
division, said letters to the firm
were blaming President Ford for
the canning lid crisis.
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Where are YOU spending Labor Day Weekend?
He. [~.'s:yo.•u•.ni.iO~it~ti.·.o.nito a re.a.··l• . •.b.lastl

Cigarette Ads Increase
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President
Studies
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· Food· Stamp Cutback

Embalmers in Pickle

The College Inn
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"£he New Mexico Dnily Lobo is pub..
lished Monday through Friday every
l'cgulnr week o£ the University year
and wc<!ldy during the summer session
by the Dottrd of Student Publicntiohs of
the Univere:ity or New Mcxic_o, and i~
not financia11y nssociatcd \Vith UNM.
Second clAAR postng:e pnhl nt Albuauerq'LW. New Mexico 87131. Subscription
rntc is $10.00 fot• the itcndetnic Ycnr.
'fhc opinions -expressed on_ the editorial pages of 'rhc Daily Lobo nrc
th<lse of the atithor solely.. Unsigned
opinion is that of the cdltorin1 boal'd
of The DailY Lobo. Nothing printed hi
'fhc Dnily I~obo ncccasiltily rcprcsentB
the vit'!ws of the University of New
Mexico.
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Su~qgy,Allgu§t 31; 10 a.m . . to 10 p.m.
Monday, Lqbor Day, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
AT H. COOK, WIN ROCK ONLY
This is it ... Cook's annual pre-season ski sale, a month earlier than usual!
AND bigger and more exciting than ever before! It's an
In-store warehouse clearance of last year's stock plus
fantastic off-season special purchases. Save up to l/2!

GOP Seeks Site

··----~----

•• ).>

We're bursting at the seams already, and new merchandise Is arriving daily, so something's gotta givel
Don't tniss itl Sunday and Monday, at Cook's Winrock!

Use your credit: Cook's Charge, Master Charge or BankAmericard.
Due to the magnitude of this sale, and the low prices, we cannot make layaways, exchanges or refundS.
.
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White Stag parkas
Reg. $38
95
and $42

24

1995

115 only. Men's, Ladies',

down filled parkas
Special 5595
Alpine Designs "Shasta"
Allen A turtle T's

3

Group 1

Group

2

.........,....

3

Group

4

reg. 49.95

.,

-

to 69.95

-,

--~~

::!'r~15

99
Sale
If perfect would be $9.
Men's cotton turtle tees,
reg. $6 , . , , . , , . , . , 2.99
Men's, Ladies' liberty Bell
tees, reg. $7-$17 .. , . 4.99
Men's, Ladies' selected
sweaters .. , 1/4 • 1/3 off
Men's, Ladies' selected
parkas. , ... 1,r4 • l,r3 off
Men's, Ladies' selected
warm-ups .. 1/4 • 1/3 off
Ladles' famous make ski
pants. 28.95 - $38 . 19.95
Men's, Ladles' ski pants,
reg. $45- $50. , , , 29.95
Men's, Ladies' ski pants,
reg. $57.50- $90, .39.95
Woolrich fancy down
vests, only a few. , 24.95
Woolrich down shirts,
uni-sex .... , .. , , . 34.95
Wool pom-pon hats,
originally $9 , , , . , , , 4.99
Allen A underwear,ladles'
reg. 7.50 ea. pc , , , 4.99
Allen A underwear, men's
reg. $8 ea. pc , , . , , 4.99

Group

.. -u-~lJiti-

rental outfits
Including K2 Short skis
with Spade man.
bindings.
95

59

6995

• K2 Cheeseburoer
•Spaulding Chaparral, • Head Apollo,
Deluxe, reg. Sl90
regularly $155
regularly $110
•Atomic Atomic, •K2 Five,
•Knelssl MC,
regularly $210
regularly $199
regularly $159

Last Year's

Save on this

Optional

Spalding outfit

ski prep

Short Circuit skis with
Lange S-1 bindings, ·
Tomic poles.

Skis purchased during
sale: mounted, hot $
waxed, and
engraved.

750 pairs of skis on sale

1J995

3995.

1975 Formula I, 74 Munari Pro,
San Marco Comet.

~:.(~0~:

•$92 K2 Holiday
•$100 Fischer iOlG
•$120 Dynastar lOll
•$125 Hart Formula I

reg. 49.95 .
and 54.95
'73-'74 Formula 1, including
rentals, and San Marco Trident.

. get yours and.savel

5

reg.
$135
Nort Strata high
back flo boot.

9995

reg. $165
and $190
Trappeur Elite flo boot and
Lange Banshee flo boot.

bindings
$45 Marker DLyRoto. , 16.95
42.50 Lange S-1. , . , , 29.95
89.95 Geze Jet. , , . , , 69.95

ski poles
14.95 Saska , , .. , , . , , , 7.88
14.95 Kneissl. , . , , , . , , 12.95
19.95 Tomlc T-3 ...... 14.95

goggles reduced
25% to 50% off

'

------~~~~~~~~~~~-----..:-----~~-~~~-~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Editorials
Opinions

-Pr.o.f. Mann

The Mann Case
·Editor's Note: For those students unaware of the JohnS. Mann case,
Mann was a professor of elementary education and was denied tenure
by UNM Vice President for Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead.
That tenure denial was subsequently upheld by the UNM Board of
Regents.
.

The case of Professor J, S. Mann, of the Department of Elementary
Education, deserves serious attention by all members of the University
community. The case raises serious questions concerning academic
freedom and University governance at UNM.
Mann's notoriety at UNM began at a faculty meeting on November 30,
1972, in which Mann attempted to have the faculty support a resolution
critical of the American war in Southeast Asia. The faculty was divided
both on the issue of the war and on the question of whether it is appropriate for a university faculty to take a stand on such an issue. After an
hour of parliamentary maneuvering Mann had not yet had the chance to
make his case. In this charged atmosphere, Professor Mann lost his temper when faced with an adverse parliamentary ruling and told President
Heady to "shut up".
At their meeting of February, 1973, the Regents passed a resolution
'.SO \111-lfN 1H~
CALLE!>
concerning this incident, including the following language: "Such conUP 't'\n:ov CANNIN6 LID
duct calls for a public apology and should be considered in weighing the
various factors in making decision on retention or non-retention of
tmfX'::·:~:;I:C'->'·.::;':I\::::::',.U':':JW:]BdD:xd:l:\:i:ii:'t#i'!Ii'ili?'ti:('::.;::':'•·::::·Lette
DMil'Ei:tf::::-::.::.:::: >
probationary faculty." Mann has admitted publicly that he was wrong to
do what he did, but he has never formally apologized because he maintains that others, including President Heady, were also responsible.
THE ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE COMMITTEE found
the
Regents' resolution regrettable for several reasons. First, as specified
have
chosen
interests,
and
to
present constructive solutions to
Dear Sir/Madam,
in
the
Faculty Handbook (the rules governing the operation of this inIn your decision concerning the the problems we see through govern ourselves and our affairs in
stitution,
and a part of faculty contracts), the Res:1ents are S'Jpposed to act
established government channels. a democratic process. Rather than
fee increase for NMPIRG we feel
Such a program recalls the respon- give due regard to student support as impartial judges in cases in which tenure is disputed. By entering
that you have acted with
deplorable disregard for student se of University officials to studen- for the issue, you have voted on Mann's case several years before his tenure decision came up, they
rights and for the democratic ts' social and moral consciousness your own prejudices. Mr. Jaramillo, sacrificed that impartial role, assuming, in the words of the AFT report,
"the double role of complainant and judge." (The Regents took a similar
process. As students we should during the late sixties and early president of Ranchers' State Bank
double role in the selection of our new President; two Regents served on
have the right to establish and fund seventies, i.e. to work within the and president of the New Mexico
the
committee that was to advise the Regents in that matter, making those
Bankers' Association, told a PIRG
whatever educational activities we system.
Last Spring, the student body member two weeks before the two the recipients of their own advice.) The AFT Committee report maindeem in our interest. NMPIRG
tains that "it is a well·established principle that a judge who is even
provides a clinical education resear- voted a 60 per cent majority in regent voting that he would oppose
marginally associated with a particular controversy should disqualify himch group that enables us to resear- favor of a program of self-taxation funding because of the bank inself." It is noteworthy that if this had occurred in thEl present case, Mann's
ch with professional assistance for NMPIRG. Your response to this terest study done by PIRG which
tenure would have been granted, since the one Regent not in office at the
issues that are in the public, and and to past matters has been to showed 62 per cent of Albuquerque
time the Board passed their motion with respect to Mann--Mrs. Jourdan-therefore our interest, and to deny our right to act as a group, to banks in some violation of the
Truth and Lending Act. Dr. Simms voted to give Mann his tenure.
The second problem with the Regents' action in 1973 is that, by linking
by Garry Trudeau likened PIRG activities to those of
DOONESBURY
the
demand for an apology with tenure, they imposed a special test on
Nazi Brown Shirts. PIRG is an
Mann,
one additional to the normal tests of research, teaching, university
organization which at last provides
I aw'T 711/NK I'lL EVER
intelligent information about the in- service, and personal characteristics.
mRIJ&T 7118 AFTE!<IIIJON /JON
THESE POINTS WERE MADE by the AFT Committee, relying on
dustries and corporations which
/J!?f}PPEif) BY MY OFFICG 71J ASK
118 A ()(JfST!ON. "PRORi9SOR"
serve us, and a means of effecting more extensive documentation than I give here. The Regents, in my view,
/18 /N&{/1/<EP, "JIJST !IOU/
some constructive control over our never answered these charges satisfactorily. Their final response on this
/MfrJRTANT IS
environment. Clearly, PIRG's past matter reads, in full: "As to whether or not the Regents imposed an in8TH/CAL. CON!?l/CT ~-.-:;;\;,/
record shows it to be in the interest dividual or unique test of performance on Professor Mann as a result of the
FOR A tAWYiif<?'-....
of an equitable consumer- consideration by the Regents of Dr. Mann's conduct at the Faculty
manufacturer relationship. How is Meeting of November 30, 1972, the Regents rule that no individual or
this analogous to the activities of unique test of performance was imposed or intended." This is, to make
use of a distinction I try to teach my introductory philosophy students, not
Nazi brown shirts?
Mrs. Jourdan has justified her an argument, but simply an assertion. The Mann case thus raises direcnegative position with the idea that tly the question of whether or not this University is to be ruled by reason.
The question of university governance has another aspect. One must
the present taxing plan is oprealize
that the faculty does not control the university, nor should it. It
pressive to those who don't supdoes not, for example, make budget allocations, nor does it appoint the
port PIRG. Yet, presumably, she
University's administration. It does, and ought to, have a major share in
finds a mandatory athletic fee
governing areas in which it has special expertise. Among such 11reas is the
democratic, despite the fact that a
constitution of the faculty itself. Faculty members, by their training and
considerable number of students
experience, are clearly in the best position to judge the competence of
!J!ftl-, /IS IT WRN/3/J
who do not use the card have exFliNN>:
those who are to teach and do research here. When a committee whose
01/T; I !J/A9 lATe RJR. A
pressed their resentment at having
ttr&.
Mi35TING, SO I PICN'T
members are elected by the faculty, after an extensive and exemplary
to pay. Three alternate plans for the
HAV/3 TIM8 RJI< AN
hearing, decides that the facts of the case merit the retention of a
NMPIRG tax have been presented,
ANSV/8!<.. ~ .
professor who is also supported by his department and dean, it should be
r-,;,_
providing a choice and refund
only for extraordinary reasons (e.g. incompetence or bias of the comsituation.
mittee) that the committee's finding be overruled. Yet, in this case, the
We urge Mr. Jaramillo, Dr. SimVice President, the President, and the Regents overruled the unified voices
ms, and Mrs. Jourdan to reconsider
of the faculty.
their positions in support of a more
BESIDES HIS CONDUCT AT the faculty meeting described above,
democratic policy, i.e. to support two other grounds were cited in the decision to deny Mann tenure. The firthe UN M Students' vote for the st of these was his teaching. The AFT Committee found, however, that
PIRG tax.
there was more and better evidence, such as unsolicited letters from
UNM Independent Student students, in favor of Mann's teaching than there was against it. Indeed,
(Continued on rmg(' 5I
Work.ers Union

PRESIDENI
00tK:Mr

rS

Open Letter To The Regents

the Vice-President only submitted one adverse letter from a student in
testimony before the Committee last spring.
.·
~he ot~e~ gr~und was Ma~n's grading policy. Professor Mann gave
n;a1~ly f>: s m hiS courses until June, 1974, when he changed his grade
d1stnbut1on somewhat. He was active in oppos[ng administration attempt: to achieve a more rounded distribution of grades. This area is quite
compl!cate? and is still a subject of dispute among faculty, students, and
adm1n1strat1on. Several things are clear, however:
1. The Faculty Handbook says nothing about grade distribution· it
merely says 'A' shall mean excellent, 'B' good, etc.
'
_2· Mann h.as st.at~d at a faculty meeting that "I frankly do not cooperate
Wit~ the u.nlver:lty s grading policy. All my students know that if they
bas1cally st1ck w1th what they are doing, they are all going to get superior
grades and the!r rationality goes like this: 'All right, if nobody is trying to
make me do th1s to get a grade, there must be some other reason to do it
and the reason is that there's somethi11g here to learn.'"
'
3. ~~e H_and~~ok stat~s that a professor in probationary status must
not1f1ed 1n wnt1ng, by hiS Chairperson, if his services are unsatisfactory
1n any way, and that unless he has been so notified he "can assume that
his services have been satisfactory." Mann was never so notified.
4. As 2. above indicates, Mann has what he considered soum:
educational reasons for grading as he did. His courses were unusual in inI
IN
. volving close contact between teacher and students.
5. Various faculty members in the College of Education who profess the
sa~e gr~ding philosophy as does Professor Mann, and who also gave
ma1nly As, were promoted, given tenure, made Dean.
IN THE FACE OF THESE and other facts, the AFT Committee found "Editor:
I have just read Tony Hillerman's letter in the LOBO
tha.t the failure to formally notify Mann that his performance was unsatisfactory (thereby giving him an opportunity to change before the time of August 28.
The way it will work, I gather, is like this. Twelve
for a tenure decision arose) constituted a violation of his academic
freedom. They did not comment on whether his grading policy was in bucks will be extracted from all students, whether or
fact, a violation of University policy, but did hold that there was a basis 'tor not they support ASUNM, and fourteen bucks will be
so arguing, and hence that the judgment that he was in violation of Univer- extracted from all students, whether or not they support the athletic program. The difference between
sity policy did not constitute a violation of his academic freedom.
On balance, it seems clear that Professor Mann has been the subject of these fees and the two bucks for PIRG is that Alan
unfair, unreasonable, and perhaps illegal treatment by the administration Wilson will not give back the $12 to anyone who
and by the Board of Regents. His case should concern us all whether we comes to ASUNM and asks for his or her money, and
agree with .his political and educational views or not. A unive'rsity must be Lavon McDonald will not give back the $14 to a
a pl~~e wh1ch tolerat7s ~nd even encourages diversity and challenges to student who doesn't want to support the athletic
program.
trad1t1~nal ways of th1nkmg. Our tenure system, which involves rights of
probationary faculty as well as those of tenured faculty, is designed to
foster this critical spirit without which a university turns stale.
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PRINTERS

Editor:
My God I The Winston girl on the
front page of the LOBO (8/28/75)1
The only thing missing was the one
liner "I smoke for taste," or
something equally banal. Perhaps
this apparent policy of free cigarette advertising should be reconsidered in light of the record
amounts the cigarette industry has
spent this year to dist~ibute pictures
of attractive women using their
product. Perhaps consideration of
the severe public health problems
cigarette smoking has caused
would lead the LOBO to discon-tinue the policy.
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CANTERBURY CHAPEL
Sunday Services
9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion
425 University NE

Weekday-Holy Communion
12:30-Wednesday
12 :30-Saints Days

Partners of
the Americas
Annual Banquet
Honoring
Dr. Ferrel Heady

~

§

i

§

~

§for his service in establishing§
the New Mexico chapter
§

§

§
~

=

Thursday, Sept. 4
Sheraton Old Town Inn

2220 Central SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Telephone 266-2424
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Thorn McGuire

Ctx.JRCh

Business Manager

Copy Editor

This outrage against civil liberties and majority (not
minority)
rights
has
been
attempted -successfully-for many years, and stude&Jts
have not shut down the University. Most of them simply write off the $26 as a tribute paid to the powerful
minority. Even the followers of Thoreau do not waste
their time asking for their money back.
As a supporter of the democratic process this
leaves me sick at heart. Tony Hillerman, where' have
you been all these years?

COPIES

Cigarette
Ads?

NO, I
fJON'l;
8tON/J!!3-

YOl/, GINNY..
YOU THINK

Sports Editor

Arts & Media
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(Continued fr{)m page 4)

By Russall B. Goodman
President, UN M Chapter
American Association of University Professors
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LOBO FeClture Guide to Fun Flicks
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"Nashville"--Robert
Altman
00
directed this plunge into the
6'n heal't of America complete with
~ blithering politicos, plaintive
0
ballads and a touch for cinema
.o unseen in the standard film fare
.3 passed off as entertainment. Alt.t> man is no Rabelais, but he is not
'<;i

A0

Mary Poppins either. The film
stars Keith Carradine (as an up
and coming country-rock idol),
Lily 1'omlin (as one of several
women Keith intrigues) and
Ronee Blakeley as Barbara Jean.the fragile queen of Southern
stomp.
Playing at the ·Fox
~ Winrock.
®
"Rollerball"--Norman Jewison
® < h
•
w o worked with Kubrick on
2001) directed this film, whose interesting photography hardly
® balances a script culled from sci® fi's interminably juvenilistic
~ vault. The basic plot: some guys
~ play a game, part moto-cross and
~: part roller derby-- they get off on
® it and one guy gets off a little too

~

®
®
®

"Freaks"

~
~
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''All About Beer"
John Porter
. .
Doubleday Pubhsh~ng Co.

*

Saturday 7:00 & 9:00

l

.00

SUB Theatre

*

By John Rucker & Orlando
Medina
®
In light of the recent rise of the
~®:• . price of good bourbon (such as
Johnny Walker, Kentucky Beau
~. and Moonshine) millions of
® Americans are turning to the
product of the hops.
®
As old as civilized man (beer
' dates back as far as 7000 B.C.),
:;: zymurgy, the fine art of brewing,
·includes among its practitioners
such notables as William Penn,
George Washington, Thomas Jef-

~

®

"Freaks"--Alright kids, this is
it--the film you've heard about
for the past few years on those
long nights sitting outside the
steps of Hokona Hall (or some
other such entity). Tod
Browning, who created several
horror films, made this one in
1932 for M-G-M, no Jess. It's got
lots of oddities, eccentricities and
just plain bizarre happenings.
You won't catch Fred Astaire
waltzing across the screen. At

t~he
SUB jt~:,atre,~t:ight~o~..

'

.

Even the Puritans. Porter of information packed into this
claims that the Pilgrims landed relatively small (91 pages) book.
at Plymouth Rock not to find How many foam freaks can
religious freedom but to restore honestly say that they know the
their dwindling stocks of ale.
differences between beer, ale,
Porter does not stop at stout, and pilsner? How many
history. He examines the dif- bleary-eyed Millermongers know
ferences between foreign and how to brew their own? Porter
domestic beers, subtle dif- providestheanswertotheseand
ferences that might evade the other provocative questions.
sated taste buds of a sot or a
Porter comes out strongly
geek.
against chemical additives to arTops on Porter's list arc Wurz- tificially produce foamier heads
burger, Bass Ale and Wisconsin's or caramel coloril.)g. Budweiser,
Point Special. The only beers Coors and Rhiengold are singled
available locally that make up his out for quality control in this
top ten arc Heineken and Lowen- respect. Their beers are more
brau.
natural, more organic, closer to

~~~~~~~:~-~~=~ f~e~rs~on~,~a~nd~P~a~t~ri~ck~H:en~r~y~.iV\ii\j (The~~~miderable amou~

the mystic

.
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Fonm On The Ro.nge: Gtnb All The Gusto
*

~®.·.

much. Supposedly, the stuntmen a film project inside of a penitenon this project, after completing tiary and word has it, she's
the film, actually engaged in a frightened she might get a shiv.
rollerball epic.
With James In Love and Death, she only got
Caan, the man who outstaged the schlimazel.
Bar bra Streisand in Funny Lady
"Walkabout"--Directed
by
and here outstaged an entire Nicholas Roeg (who was just in
totalitarian, bureaucratic world.
Albuturkey working on an upHis next project: Ambling with coming film), this outback
ASUNM. At the Hiland.
odyssey deserves to be taken
"Love and D. eath"--Woody outback and lost--wher. e it will
Allen parades across the Russian never be found again. Mr. Roeg-landscape like he was a gazelle in who, in these days of glitter and
h eat with the u sua f co-n - Sears wedgies, thinks it's funky
commitant laughter. Diane to watch a couple of middle-class
Keaton is on hand as well, kids get experienced by an
playing the straight woman who aborigine? Playing for the umpnever quite justifies her per- teenth time at the Guild through
formance. She's now working on tonight.

.

.
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...-!
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But beer is not meant only for
drinking. Porter provides
cooking· recipes, and even directions for a beer shampoo <top
that, Warren Beatty!)
T.he book therefore comes
high 1y recommended to all
werious beer guzzlers. We would
be remiss if we failed to include
our own favorite Friday after
school beer recipe. Called the
Beauseant cordial, it is made as
follows. Do not serve to minors:
To thre·e ounces of Kentucky
Beau bourbon, add six ounces of
your favorite beer, a tablespoon
of tabasco sauce, one ounce of
fresh lime juice and one raw egg.

~-h itte n to St~;~vepi;~~;~ m

The Original
Les Whitten, chief investigative journalist for Jack
Anderson, will open the 1975-76
Monday--In a speech delivered at Speakers Committee Series at
UNM in 1970 former Supreme the University of New Mexico
Court Justice Abe Fortas gives Sept. 3 at 8 p.m. in the SUB
his version of the American Ballroom.
Whitten left his position as
~dicial system.
assistant
bureau chief for Hearst
[I"uesday--Black Voices, a
Newspapers
in 1969 to join Anprogram produced by the
emocratic party, includes a derson. Although his main beat is
peech by Barbara Jordan of Washington, his work has taken
exas on her acceptance of the him to Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia,
Israel, Egypt and Mexico.
Democratic woman of the year.
As a newsman, Whitten
Wednesday--KUNM interviews
Jan Hoopingarner, regional worked for Radio Free Europe,
(not to be confused with Flesh Gordon)
director for the John Birch 1951-55; Internatiomal News Service and United' Press Insociety.
Thursday--UP! Roundtable, a ternational, 1957-58 and the
question and answer session with Washington Post, 1958-63. He
Ralph Nader. Nader gives his has written for magazines,
views on the oil shortage and authot·ed six books and is now
working on a novel.
other consumer issues.
Mostly Whitten's work has
Special
Note--Sunday
at
9
p.m.,
Showing Next Week
September 7, KUNM will air the been in Washington. where he
marijuana debate between a wrote stories about financial
Flash Gordon no. 1 and T.V. Madness
representative for the National mismanagement by Senators,
Tue. Sept. 2 thru Fri. Sept. 5
Organization for Reform of Congressmen and high governMarijuana Laws (NORML) and a ment officials. His work has
(not to be confused with Jim Beam)
representative of the Bernalillo reportedly led to tlie defeat of
County District Attorney's office some Congressmen and other
live.
"high officials." Many of the
SUB Ballroom lobby
10 am 'til 3 pm
Watergate exposes are at~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,-!t~r~ib~u~te~d~~to~~W~h~it~te~n::._ _ _ _ _
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Yes! Yes! It's the original
Flash Gordon Movies

I~
~~ -~
~
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By TERRY

Beginning Sept. 2, video-tape
shows presented by ASUNM and
Student Activities will pres.ent
Flash Gordon .episodes along
with other offerings. These include "TV Madness," "Punishment Park," Kate Millet's "Three
Lives," "The Committee,'.' "Football Fun,nies" and "Future
Shock" to be presented later,
The series will be shown daily in
the lobby of the SUB Ballroom
(near ASA Gallery) continuously
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Wednesday free film
students have formed a jazz group called Sunship. [;"
series begins Sept. 10 with all Five
day showings of "Fast and Loose- The group will have a performance this Sunday at the First aq
United Presbyterian Church (215 Locust NEJ about 9:30. ~
' from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Continuation
of
these Members are Doug Lawrence, Mikkel Kelly, Pat Rooney, 1'.:>
.:0
programs depends on the Gregg Welchel and Andrew Poling.
1-'
ASUNM Senate allocating the
-'l
"'
money.

ENGL/\1\Io'~

Now to tell you what I was building up·to in the last column,
KGGM"TV, channel13, is the local Cl)S affiliate, owned by New
Mexico Broadcasting.
The treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo guaranteed civil and property
rights to former Mexican citizens and their desce.ndents. The Alianza
Federal de Pueblos Libres was formed to try and regain the land
grants that were taken from the people by force. The organization
says it represents 30,000 people, 99 per cent of whom are MexicanAmericans. The Alianza says 70 per cent of those people live in the
KGGM viewing area,
CEETRUTH is an acronym for Coalition for the Enforcement of
Equality in Television and Radio Utilization of Time and Hours, a
group that says it is " ... an umbrella organization composed of community groups in the Albuquerque area ... (whose) purpose is the
protection of and furthering of the interests of Mexican-Americans,
Blacks, and Indians, as well as of the entire community in the broadcast media."
Source for all quotes: Pike and Fischer, Radio Regulations, vol. 34,
New Mexico Broadcasting, page 501. Available in the reference section of Zimmerman Library.)
These two groups have petitioned to deny license renewal to
KGGM-TV. This is not unusual; petitions to deny have been filed
with more and more frequency since the mid-sixties. They are an effective way for people who do not like what they see on the tube to
fight back. Of the hundreds of petitions that have been filed, only a
couple have resulted in a loss of license for a station. But in many
cases, a dialogue between station and community is established
allowing better programming to become reality.
What i& unusual in the KGGM case is the fact that the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) w.ill be holding public hearings on the
matter. They are scheduled to take place in Albuquerque October
eighth.
Here are the reasons as they appear in Radio Regulations:
Past Programming: Application for renewal of license is designated
for hearing to determine whether the past programming of the
station was reasonably responsive to the problems and needs of the
service area, including programming of relevance to the MexicanAmerican community.
Character Issue: Application for renewal of license is designated for
hearing to determine whether the licensee made misrepresentations
or was lacking in· candor in the statement in its application regarding
the percentage of local and regional news broadcast during the past
license period.
.
Employment Practices: Application for renewal of license is
designated for hearing to determine whether the licensee has met the
requirements of the equal employment opportunity rules and policies
in the formation and implementation of its nondiscrimination and affirmative action programs.
If the station loses the license, the FCC must then pick somebody
else to take it. Applications will be considered, and the new license
holder must prove an intent to operate the station for the community.
Of course, KGG M may not lose its license. The hea.·ings may put a
big scare into the owners, and changes may oc•"'J::.j,i>Ji' ut any action.
As the case progresses, this column will detail'TIJe charges against
and the defenses of the st.at.ion.

A graduate of Lehigh Univer·
sity, Whitten will discuss the
political and social life in
Washington and how government is affected by business,
labor and organized crime
People interested in season
tickets or special disctmnts for
those over 62 should contact the
Speakers Committee.

Good Music and Dancing and

LUNCHEON Special
25

525 Line
Image

"'

Residence
Hall
& .Student
Association
Present a jam with
Harry Robinson
& Friends
Jazz & Blues

Colloquium:
Computer Films
Edwin K. Tucker, staff member at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LASL) will present
a colloquium on "Computer
Generated Movies,'' Thursday,
Sept. 4, at 2 p.m., in Room 201 of
Tapy Hall (electrical engineering
building) at UNM.
Computer-generated motion
pictures provide a valuable tool
in the analysis of the massive
amounts of output generated by
sophisticated simulation codes.
Films to be shown include
sequences predicting the
maximum damage to shipping
containers for radioactive
materials under simulated conditions, and a demonstration of
the feasibility of producing optical sound tracks on a microfilm
plotter.

50c Admission per student
8:30 'til midnight Friday August 29
Parking at Computer Center
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.:! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Enter from Las Lon1as side of Hokona Hall

Labor Day Special
Snack bar open 10 am 'til midnight
Cartoon special starts at 8:00 pm
Admission 25c per student

~~~~~~~1

the folks at the

GOLDEN INN
announce

The First Annual Labor Day

1
=
Pepino's
On
Central
~ l!
~c

. TV in SUB

Spaghetti and Salad only s1
Also: Sandwiches and Charbroiled Hamburgers

COUNTRY FESTIVAL!
~

~I

o~

=: ~
-

~

& Sunday)

*

~

i I~

featuring

*
Phil Everly (Saturday
I

~-

0

Music will kick off Friday night (28th) & will continue
through Monday (1st} from 12 noon 'ti112 Midnight

*

1

A Fine Drinking Establishment
{also fine dining with a selection of your
favorite sandwiches and chili & beans)
5001 Lomas NE

I

Albuq.

I

The Lost Gonzo Band
~ with Friends (Monday)
~
Watermelon Mt. Jug Band
Last Mile Ramblers
Big River Boys
*Doc's Band

268-9855

Golden n.14

! ·**
i~

Tickets for all weekend are $5.00 in advance at Gold St. Circus Records, the General Store
University Ticket Office, Albuquerque Ticket Agency, Wild West, and Maynord's,
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New Services Reduce Red Tape;
New State Government Concept
(Continued from page

1)

Manuel Lujan (R·N .M.),
Apodaca held office hours with
several people.
The governor said the purpose
of the center is to provide a shortcut
through
the
state
bureaucracy and bring complaints or suggestions directly to
the governor.
The establishment of the cen• Phof.l) by Amy Rader
ter did not come without dissent.
Joseph Zavadil
Nathaniel Wollman ·
During the past session of the
legislature, when Apodaca introduced the proposal, several
legislators charged the governor
was playing polititics wuth the
service center concept. They said
Apodaca would use the centers
as a political base, possibly to
conduct future campaigns or as a
By Mike Gallagher
public relations division for himNathaniel Wollman, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences said self. ·
he "agreed completely" with those who say universities are all;wing
Opponents succeeded in cut·
semi-literates to graduate,
ting
the proposed budget for the
Dean Wollman said he reached this conclusion from reading "rancenters
from $491,000 to
dom papers over the last six years,"
$241,000.
"I. think it's W?rse now than ten years ago. This is especially true
The Albuquerque center will
outside the English and Journalism departments."
be
staffed by five assistants and
Professor Joseph Zavadil, chairman of the English Department
director
Joanne Allen. The total
disagreed, "this type of remark is a result of irritation over a few in:
budget
for
the center will. be
dividual cases. La~guage .and learning are in a transitional period.
More peo~le, especmlly children, are learning from non-literate sour- about $80,000. A little more than
half of that total will go to
ces; TV, pictures and verbal communication."
salaries.
Pro~essor James Cr_ow,', chairman of the Journalism Department,
One of the assistants of the
also disagreed but said as we become more and more orientated
center
is Spence Stopa who also
toward the audio-visual it becomes harder to say where we are
headed. Many people just don't understand that what one hears on teaches theology at the Univer.sity of Albuquerque. Stopa said
television and radio has been written."
Rudy Anaya, author of Bless Me Ultima, said, "I mean what I say "We are basically an extension of
when I say what I say." He added in a more serious tone, "written the governor's office. This (the
center) is usually a last resort for
language is the most difficult tool we have in communication,"
people
who have gotten the runMary Grant, .Journalism ~nd English major, said, "Many people
around
... basically they were
have trouble with the foreign languages used by sociologists and
screwed
so they came here."
psychologists. Writi,ng creatively is hard and not everyone should be
Stopa was an Apodaca supexpected to write well. That's why businessmen have secretaries."
Crow said, "The rules of Grammar, of Journalism are there to porter during-•the' general elec.depart from. An individual should be able to depart from those rules tion as was the remainder of the
staff, but Stop said charges that
as a point of knowledge."
Zavadil said, "People feel free to play with the language although the center would be a political
base for Apodaca were wrong.
they may not do it imaginatively."
Dean. Woll:nan said .. many people, even teachers, complain about He said when people come into
the center no one asks their parprofesswnat Jargon. So many texts are written in purple prose
teache~s writing books want to be pompous. Even math teacher~ ty affiliation or whether they
complam that the word "solve" seems to have gone into decline for voted for Apodaca in the election. "It would be naive to say we
more roundabout phraseology."
are not political since we are the
governor's representatives but
our relationships with people
have nothing to do with their

sanity and loyalty of those men
who might be future POWs.
Profilet has some suggestions.
"The first priority in training,"
he said, "and this is not new, is to
inculcate our officers and our
enlisted personnel with honor
and integrity.
"ALSO SOMEPLACE in our
training we need to give our
people more warning on living in
isolation.
"We used to emphasize the
group situation. In reality you're
not going to have that opportunity," he said;
Profilet continued, "Religion is
a powerful strength for a lot of
people. Your own family is
another one,
"Another thing that helps is a
belief or faith in your country
and its policies because you are
under constant pressure to do
otherwise.
"Coming home," he said.
"That was an experience. Any
trace of cynicism I might have
had toward people was wiped
away. I rec\)ived hundreds of letters. They were just beautiful.
"It was almost a total surpirse.
Sure we expected to have people.
be glad to see us, but that? Why
can't people treat each other that
way all the time?"
LIKE THE OTHER POWs,
Profilet came home to a family
that had grown up. "I have four
children who essentially grew up
while I was gone," he said.
"When I left the youngest was
nine years old." His youngest,
Leo Jr., is now a senior at
Highland High School.
In the numerous stories on
POW s directly after their return

U. Students Illiterate?
Not So, Says Faculty

Governor Jerry Apodaca

Living at the
College Inn is
Like Getting
Away From It All.
From all those domestic
chores, we mean. We do the
shopping, cooking and cleaning
. (we even make your bed). But
while you've got that faraway·
feeling, remember that the
College Inn is only a short
three-block walk to campus.
(No parking, no commuting, no
gas.) Both buildings are com·
pletely co·ed, too. Now is the
best time to think about where
you want to live,

TOMMY MITCHELL
(:J

RUNNING IRON
August Z9. 30
SATURDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL
August 30

The College Inn

Thunderbird Bar 867-9911

the staff will listen to and
evaluate any form of complaint or
suggestion. He also said all matters brought before the center
will go to the governor's office in
Santa Fe.
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opportunity, but now I'd match
our program to any of them."
WITH THE AMERICAN'
presence in Vietnam withdrawn,
as we all know so well, the communists took control of Saigon,
virtually the last bastion of Thieu
and the American influence. "My
emotions are those of great
·sorrow," Profilet said. "It was· a
military victory for them. In my
opinion I don't think the majority
of people in South Vietnam wanted to go communist."
But now Profilet is home.
Flying is his first love, and he
talks freely on the subject. Sitting in the commander's office of
the NROTC building, a room that
will be his following Friday's
change-of-command ceremonies,
Profilet describes aircraft with
his hands, tilting them in an
imaginary dogfight.
Compared to the Marine or
soldier on the ground, Profilet
said, "From the air, war is
physically different. You're in a
more or less comfortable
machin·e.
The senses experienced by the grunt (foot
soldier) are mi,sing.
''IN THE COCKPIT you're
always listening to the radio.
You see it, but you don't hear it
or smell it, and you don't get
filthy dirty. When you get back
to the ship you can jump into a
shower."
.
When Profilet first saw a
VTOL [Vertical Take-Off and
Landing) aircraft, a jet called the
Harrier, he said it "really blew
my mind. I was watching a group
of them in formation, then I saw
one of them cut away, and stop!
It stopped."

Flying, however, Profilet said
had changed. Most answered
with the way the civilian world . "is a young man's game, parhad changed, but what about the ticularly tactical flying."
Asked when he was going to
military world with which
Profilet and his fellow POWs retire, he said, "I haven't decided
were most familiar?
"The yet. One thing I did not come
military is in actuality a part o[ here to UNM to do is to retire."
So Profilet, the man, is still
society," he said. "It gets its raw
Navy with his bright-white
material, recruits, from society.
"As a part of society, when uniform and his epaulets poised
society convulses we generally on his shoulders like Intruders
do also. For example: equal op· catapulting from the USS Conportunity. We didn't start equal stellation.

ASUNM
May Need
Election
The LOBO has learned that
UNM students may be called on
to vote in a special ASUNM election within the next few weeks.
The election would involve
choosing four new ASUNM
senators to fill the seats left open
by three resignations over the
past summer and another
resignation likely to be announced.in the next week.
Among the senators who have
vacated their positions are Eric
Baca, Angelo Barela aofld Jack
Woody. Only Baca has submitted
formal notice of his resignation,
but Woody and Barela notified
the LOBO earlier they would not
be returning to UNM this
semester and would be going to
school in California. As nonUNM students, their senate
seats are automatically con·
sidered vacant.
The fourth resigning ASUNM
senator, who wished to remain
anonymous until she announced
her resignation, said she is
probably going to El Salvador
within the next month. As a nonstudent, her seat would also have
to be vacated,
According to the ASUNM Constitution, "if there are more than
three (Senate) vacancies, the
Election Commission shall call a
special election within two weeks
t!>.f\IHI)~ po~i.tions."
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political beliefs," Stopa said.
When the center idea was first
made public there was also doubt
expressed on whether the centers would draw response from
people with problems.
Stopa said this was a worry of
the staff and in order to avoid it
the center will promo"te itself and
if necessary go out to different
community centers to look at particular complaints. He said a
record will be kept on the
nature and amount of complaints
the center receives but individuals' names will be kept con·
fidential.
Office hours for the center are
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Stopa said
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Hokona Coffeehouse Op.ens;
Students Flock to Sat. Dance
By S. Lori Brown
The Cellar, the dormitories'
first coffee house/ snack bar
opened last weekend in Hokona
Hall.
Walt Anderson, a Hokona
resident who led the move to
establish a coffee house in the
cformitories, said, "Friday, the
coffee house started out slowly,
but by the end of the evening
things were rolling. We had
about six different folk singers, a
jazz musician, and a rock band.
"The Cellar started out as an
impromtu coffee house and tur·
ned out to be the' best I've ever
been to," he said.
On Saturday, Aug. 23, there
was a dance in The Cellar. The
Magnificent Electric Showcase
Band was featured and more
than 400 dormitory residents and
students attended.
Some of the games were not
operating correctly, but are
being repaired or replaced.
"We had some problems with
the games initially," Anderson

VIIKI

Western Wine and Liquors
Welcomes the New Students
to UNM. We stock the
Most Complete Selection
of Wines, Liquors,
and Beer in the State.
Special Discounts to
Fraternities and Sororities.

residence halls and will be mainly
concerned with programming for
The Cellar.
This coming Saturday, Aug,
30, a jazz and blues musician will
be featured along with some im·
promtu entertainment. On Mon·
day, Sept. 1, movies will be
shown.
The hours for The Cellar are
weekdays 7 to 12 p.m., and
weekends 10 a.m. to midnight.

said, "but those problems have
been resolved now and new
games are being added;
"We will have 20 games eventually, including pool, pinball, air
hockey, video games and
Foosball."
The Cellar will be funded jointly by Residence Housing
Student Association (RHSA)
and Housing Activities. RHSA is
a coordinative body of the

Professor Visits Siberia
Our man in the wastes of Siberia these days is not Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, Richard Nixon or even Jovan Djuric. He is John M.
Campbell, a UNM archeology professor and specialist on arctic
fossils,
Campbell and six other archeologists from around the U.S. were in·
vi ted by the USSR to examine arctic ocean adaptations in Kamchatka,
a region of eastern Siberia near the Pacific Ocean in northern Asia.
The group arrived in Kamchatka August 6 to compare the digging
sites with excavations here in the U.S., looking at roc~ and fossil
changes in the artie region.
The ruins date back as far as 6000 B.C. though the Russian scientists discovered the area in about 1700 A.D., said fellow UNM archeologist Lewis R. Binford, binford will be teaching Campbell's courses at the University until he returns to New Mexico in about a month.
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New UNM Pres, Old Pres Skirmish With Comptroller and Estes
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Lfi"GELLS

2510 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE
TELEPHONE (505)266-3211
N.M. 87106

ACROSS FROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th St. at Candelaria
PHONE 344-5002

Analysis by Harold Smith
Yesterday was a big day on the UNM east courts as
current President Ferrel Heady and his replacement,
Bud "the Spud" Davis, took on Women's Athletic Director Linda Estes and Comptroller Carrol Lee.
Before the match was a time of tense anticipation as
first Estes showed up to hone her skills, and then one-byone like the slow leak of a kitchen faucet, the big wigs
showed for the competition.
The sun was hot, it beat on their skin:'.'ffiercilessly.
Heady was apparently the smartest of the quartet as he
brought his floppy tennis hat .
Getting motivated for the game Estes said, "If Carrol
Lee _and I beat them I want this story on the front page,
but If they beat us, no comment."
Asked if he thought he could handle the sweat-banded
Estes, Davis said, "I really don't know (honesty is such a
sweet quality in a new college president). She looks
pretty tough."
Heady, on the other hand, was much more out-spoken
on the upcoming battle. His fearless voice brought chills
to the onlookers. "One thing we're going to find out," he
said, "is if there's any respect for authority around
here."
Forcing Estes to run some the three rallied. "You can
tell these guys are administrators," Estes said. "It's

Photo by Michn.:>l O'Connor

President Ferrel Heady (foreground) and Bud
"the Spud" Davis (back), took on Linda Estes and
comptroller Carroll Lee in tennis. Play better than
expected.

those tricky, spinny shots Lhey use."
. After Le_e arrived the foursome really did p!'etty welL
A bystandmg photographer, who long bas had a desire
to meet Estes in a little singles competition, s., •.-l deady
had the best strategy of the quartet. But, Davis was not
without his attributes, sending the aforementioned spinning forehands.
Lee was the luckiest. Wood shots which ·go in are
always the hardest to retur.n. Linda, of com•se, was -in
the best shape.
After the initial inspection the match grew steadily
more boring, and the crowd dispersed.
_But guess who else was there. You guessed it. Larry
Lmdsay, the new women's tennis coach. Larry was
looking at his women deciding if he wants to keep them
or not. ''I'm just getting to know them," he said. "Official practice begins next Wednesday."
Lindsay has to decide between twenty women which
six will get to travel to meets. One player, Mindy Sherw~od, s~id, "We're going to win the WAC this year.
W1th this new coach we'll be great."
Estes, our aspiring female administrator, coached the
women's team last year in addition to her director
position. "She really had no time for us " Sherwood said
" She knew that." Fortunately for the' women's squad.
they were able to afford the services of Lindsay.

Seeing· Absor b mg.
·
EnJoymg.
· ·
New Mexico mountains are to be experienced.

The Bike
Shop
*Peugeot

*Takara
BIKING IS FUN

Back to School Special !
MIZUTANI 250
(10 Speed Cycle)

$95.99
Located just six blocks south of Central

at 605 Yale SE

Stay in the middle
of things. Live at
the College Inn.
Isn't It nice to know you can
find a pleasant plave to live.
without sacrificing the conveni~nce of being close to
campus'? And talking about
convenience. we do the shopping. the cooking and the
cleaning (we even make your
bed). You can solve yolll" personal housing crisis now by
reserving a place at the College
Inn. Call us at 243-2881 or
come look us over 303 Ash N.E.

The College Inn

842-9100

Football Team Weak In Receivers

Club Accepts Non-Climbers
By Rick Wright
The UNM Mountain Club used
to be the UNM Mountaineering
Club, but in the interest of
legitimacy, it has changed its
name.
Rather than just an outlet ·for
the hard-core hill climber, the
JI:'Iountain Club is for anyone who
hkes. mountains, and it sponsors
all kinds of mountain-based activities.
·
"We changed the name
b~cause people were being
misled," said Dick Tarangelo, a
club member and past vicepresident. "We do everythingmou~tain climgins, back-packing,
low-m_Ipact (on the environment)
campmg, ~ross-country skiing,
snowshoemg,
rafting
and
kayaking."
One of the oldest ASUNMchartered organizations on campus, the Mountain Club had 89
dues-paying members last year,
b_u~ t~e ~umber actually partlcipatmg m club activities was
much larger because members
brought their friends along.
"It's very relaxed and loose "
said current club president D~l
DuB_ois. "The club's just a way of
gettmg to the mountains, a
means to an end."
Club membership is required,
however, for access to the club's
large supply of mountain equipment.
"We used to check out equipment to anybody, but we got ripped off too often," DuBois said.
"Now it's just to members, but

we don't want people joining just
for the equipment."
Tar angelo added, "Some of the
'

'

Another function of the MounClub is protecting the environment. Club members, in
.
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equipment is too
to
che~k out to just anybody. A
novice could go out and kill himself."
Among these specialized items
are ice axes, hardware for mountain and rock climbing,
snowshoes, cross-country skis
and a six-man raft, but the club
also has general equipment: back
packs, sleeping bags, and a large
expedition tent.
The club also has a small
library in its office, Mesa Vista
Hall room 1060. "We're planning
on having office hours, but we
haven't decided on them yet"
DuBois said.
'
Although the Mountain Club is
funded by ASUNM, the club has
bought most of its equipment
with its own funds; that's where
the three-dollars-a-year dues go.
"Tha dues are an insurance
policy for equipment replacements," Tarangelo said. "That way if
equipment is damaged not
through negligence, the person
involved doesn't have to pay for
it."
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UNM's football defensive coordinator, Del Wight, watches hitting drills as the Lobos
prepare fora "possibly" good season.
• • ~

ByJo Lopez
UNM's football team is in its
second week of practice before
the season starts on September
13, and Coach Bill Mandt said be
feels "they're looking fine."
Mandt said the strength of the
team appears to be Steve Myer,
first string quarterback for the
Lobos, at this time, who appears
also to be an All-American candidate. Mondt said besides Myer
the Lobos have in their bag of
traicks a quite "experienced offensive line." In addition to their
experience, the offensive line is
also big, supposedly one of the
biggest in UNM history and
possibly WAC history. "But the
experience of the line is more important than their size," Mandt
said .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"The Lobo defense is experienced everywhere," said
Mandt, "and that's another big
strength." He said the only "unproven positions are i.n the running backs and there is not too
much depth at receivers
positions." Mandt said starting
receivers right now seem to be
Gil Stewart at flanker and
Preston Dennard at split end,
both about the only ones with experience.
Changes in the Lobo lineup
came earlier during the week
when tackle Dave Green was
moved to center behind Steve
Wilson. "Other than that, there
have been no other major
changes," said Mandt.
"The guys are really hustling.
There'_s lots of leadership," Mon-

dt said. "We've done an awful lot~
of work in our first two weeks,
and we're where we hoped to be
right now."

PIONEER.

Cleaner S(mnd - Through

WhM you l'lanl somellung belli!/

Low Distort ion

.®

®

The Lobos scrimmaged Wednesday afternoon for the WAC
Skywriters, and also had a bit of
touchdown scrimmage Thursday
afternoon. Although the offense
scored on the defense almost
everytime, the defense held them
until the third down for the most
part. This was an improvement
from the past Saturday's scrim·
mage in w hicb the offense
seemed to gain plenty of ground
except for the times when they
fumbled the ball. Mandt said they
cannot tell who is ahead right
now, the offense or defense.
"They're about even," he said.

Concert for Odyssey House

901

or

501

Direct/Reflecting® Speaker Systems.
And the XEW Bose 301

SUPERSCOPE.
liSI£'11 lo US

TAPE RECORDERS
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We .S<Uld betler.

JERRY JEFF WALKER
and the Lost Gonzo Band
cold bee••
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CAMPUS SOUND HEADQUARTERS
SINCE 1949
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fact, are in the Jemez working on
a proposal, to be submitted to
Congress, which would set aside
part of that region as a wilderness area.
Some members are also involved in mountain rescue work
"The Albuquerque Mountai~
Rescue Council is always looking
for experienced climbers, and
sometimes they call us,"
Tarangelo said. "Sometimes they
use our equipment, too."
People without experience in
mountain activities can get instruction through the club. "We
teach people about mountain s
~tressing safety," DuBois said:
We sometimes do dangerous
things, but we do them safely."
Club outings usually originate
on Saturday morniJ;Jgs in front of
th~ Lobo statue, but, DuBois
said, the best way to find out
about what's happening is to attend club meetings, which are
alternately on Tuesdays and
;,vednesdays, always at 7:30p.m.
m room 129 of the New Mexico
Union.
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Advance Tickets on sale at:
SRO Ticket Office
Riedlings
Antonio's- Winrock
Gold St. Circus Records
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August 30th
UNM SUB Ballroom
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8:00p.m.
82.00 at the door

Music By

Freedom
Express
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TEAC.
3011 Monte Vista NE
255·1694
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CLEAN RE.SPONSIBLE ROOMMATE for
spacious 2-bedroom apartment. $90, Dave 2662127.
9/2
ROOMMATE WANTED-house $80 mo., utilities
paid, Call after 6 pm 265·6134,
9/2

1. PERSONALS
-so YOU THINK no one could possibly
----··-understand
~·______.......-.

yo~r

;><

PREGNANT AND NEED HEI,P'I You have frien·
ds who care ~t Birthright. 247~,
tfn

Cl.l

~

f5:

Cl.l

problem? Try us. AGORA2_'77·3013.

8/29

CONFUSED? Meeting dead-ends? Help i~
available at the Deam of Students office ut Mesa
8/29
Vista Hall.

z
N

r-i

Cl.l'

b.o

ctl

P-t

2.

LOST & FOUND

AN'riQUE FURNITURE, vintage clothing, quilts,
lots of miscellaneous. Silvzr Sunbeam Antiques.
3409 CentralNE).
9/5

------·--------._ ,

__

LOST: f'EMALE GRE:YHOUNO on campus 8/26.
Call number on lags or 255·5381, 242·7309.
9/5
WE'VE BE:EN I,OST and we've been found. The
people who've found us have been turned on with
our sandwir.hcs for lunch and our famous pizzas at
night. Don't J,e lost-rind us. Carrara's Pir.za, 106
B Cornell SE. Just across the street, down the
:'_!!~.h~~en ~t~ford & Co~~--- 9/3
FOUND: Lorena V Begay's student ID, Call
8!29
cashier's office, Scholes Hall204.
MATI{:ii-6:aot~;,j~,;t,i~it'~;;;;,;~J;;;it•;;;;·;t fin;i
on August 1. If it's yours, call Tim at 277·4613 &
lea vc ml' your name & phone no. 8/2~
-

~-·-=~-•~-,.oe----•-- --~•-~---~--··-------·

3. SERVICES
PRE~BALLEiTicR'iA-riv£ MOVEMENT thru
advanced ballet, yoga, jazz, music dynamics. Mor·
ning, aftornoon, evening classes. Krasnoff School
of Fine Arts- 24 ye11rs in Albuquerque. 265·8150.
MIDDLE-EASTERN BELI"Y DI;;,CC taught by
Marjorie at ADT Studio, 805 Tijeras NW, 2420547' 247-1830.
9/4
REAL ESTATE SEMINAR for home buyers.
Learn about contrakts, financing and home value.
Mondays 7:30 pm. $1.50 or $2.50 for couples.
University Realty, 3420 Lomas, 266·9717.
9/5
GETTING MARRIED? Our low overhead saves
you money on invitations, napkins, and wedding
photography. Creative Services Ltd. 299·79)0.
9/1.:.6_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COPIES,5' EACH Watermark Bond for theses,
dissertations, 6' ca. 100 copies same original,
$3.50. Xerox and IBM copiers. Dataco, University
& Lomas, 243·2841.
8/29
BELLY DANCING CLASSBS-The
Harecm,2217 Lend SE, 255·1967.

SEARCHING !•'OR HOUSING? Residence Halls
are your answer for ma1Cimum convenience to
campus plus comfort and economy in housing and
foodscrvicel Inquire: La Posada 201, weekdays: 9·
4, or cal1277·26
MAI,E GRADUATE STUDEN'r seeks moral
female roommate -Platonic- $68, private
bedroom. Hlchard 242·5961.
·
'8/29
WAN'I,:EP SERIOUS STUDENT to share 3
bedroom home furnished, $75 month split
utilities. Call 255·7631 alter 6:30p.m;
8/29
' ROOMMATE WANTED, 2 bedroom house,
large fenced back yard, $85/monlh, 606 Quincy
SE.
8/29
ATTRACTIVE ROOM, prvale entrance & bath,
SE, shag carpet, extra clean, AC, refrigerator,
296·6708.
8/29
WAN'rEDFROOMMATE to share South Valley
house inclndes usc or fullyhequipped darkroom.
8/28
75/mo & 'h utilities.Call 877-2187.
THE THE CITADEL APARTMENTS- An a par·
lmenl complex for the young and the young at
hear. Rents start at $135. Large swimming pool,
Efficiencies & l·bdrm available, furnished or un·
furnished. Walking distance to UNM. 1520
University NE 243·2494.
9/12

5.

We deliver piping hot pizza
cooked in our "Kitchen on Wheels"
as it's being delivered to your door.
Subs too! Free Delivery to students.

COKE FRE:AKS! 7 oz. boUle vending machine.
Very nostalgic. John 268·3477.
9/5
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS· New-one year
warranty. Cassio $60. Commodore $125. 247-8626.
8/29
QUAD MUSIC SYSTEM: Panasonic receiver,
Pioneer turntable, Dynaco speakers. Two-years
old. Originally $1200; asking $700. 842·9377. 9/5

FORRENT

ROOMMATE WANTED to share duplex, four

a

COOKS, DELIVERY PERSONS· Apply at
Carrara's, 106 B Cornell SE- Down the alley. 9/3
ATTENTION graduate student spouses. Ex·
cellcnl opportunity for steady part-time work.
Call or sec John at DATACO. 1712 I,omas Blvd
8/29
NE. 243·2841.
PART TIME JOB, graduate students only. Atternoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Sa \'e Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomns NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
9/19

8. 'MISCELLANEOUS
ARTS AND CRAFTS Common market, 219 Rio
Bravo. Space available every Saturday and Sunday for artists, craftsmen, potters and silver·
smiths. Sell direct to public, 877-9691.
9/5
PHOTOGRAPHIC MODELS for structural
studies of the human head, Needed by graduate
photographer. Male & female. 255·8196,
9/2

----,

Covered
Wllrago.n
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llv'okers of-·H.-,od 'vlode lodoan Jewelry
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'

OLD TOWN
-~--e.-··-·---

SELL 1972 DATSUN, excellent condition, good
milage. 836-4562 after 5.
9/3
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CHEAP! Conn alto
sax $2)0, Bundy clarinet $130, Bundy flute $llQ,
Getzen trumpet $150. Fran!< 268·7290 after 5pm.
9/2
BOOKS TO SELL: Chern 301, 303 Lab 1 Bio 371,
Calculus 180, Trig 121, Chern 141. 883·9275.
9/2
TRIUMPH TIGER, 750cc 1972, 50 mpg under
12,000 miles. Excellent condition, must sell, ex·
lrasl266·0069.
· 8/29
BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of
the finest European makes, R.C. Hallett's World
Champion bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378.
Open til9 p.m.
tfn

Welcome Back Students
and Professors
Shop Save-Way Liquor and Save
SAVE-WAY LIQUOR STORES

& 11?JO).E G.OOD.S
SAN FELIPE N- 11 "~"''~
OL'P }U.'BUQllERQUE.

5704 Lontas Blvd. NE
5616 Menaul Blvd. Ne

N.EW~lco

.
.........._--...

Call: 298-7541

PART TIME OPENING· The' Department. of
Education at New Me~ico Institute of Mining &
Technology has a part time position open lor an
advanced graduate student in education to super.
vise practice teaching in a directed leaching course. Duties include working with the Socorro school
system to place student teachers, observing, &
evaluatiug student teacher performance, counseling student teachers, and helping master
teachers. This is a 6 credit course and students
enrolled do 10 weeks practice teaching. Hours are
some what flexible.hSalary $2,500 plus travel
allowance. Starts immediately. Contact H Cor·
mMk, Head, Department of Education NMIM&'f,
Socorro, NM. 87801. Call505 area code 835·5439 or
835·5208. New Mexico Institute of Mining &
Techology is an Equal Opportunity·Affirmative
Action Employer.
8/29

10·SPD BICYCLE, 1 month old. $90, 268-5198 af·

20 PORTABE TV's $30-$60, 441 Wyoming NE.
255·5987.
10/22
1903 FORD FAJ,CON, good condition and tran·
sjJOrtation, $250.266-0352.
9/3

PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAS'r, students!
Custom black·and·white processing printing.
Finc·gain. or push processing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality cnlargcmcn·
ts, mounting, etc, Advice, if asked. Call 265-2444
or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

need reliable person to do hous~work & some
babysitting Tuesdays & Wednesdays, 12:00.
9:00pm, $40/weck, University area. Call Chris
Jones, 277-8930, 842·8137.
9/4

1971 CHALLENGER with AM-FM, 8 track
stereo, 256·0925 after 4.$1000.
9/4

MIME and TAP workshops, call· Mime Ex·
perimenl, children·adults. 842·1080,
9/8

FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photograph
Gallery is 1/a block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service,
tfn

EMPLOYMENT

10·SPEED BIKES 17" Raleigh $70. 27" Giron·
delle $80. 247 ·8626,
8/29

TWO YEAR OLD Doberman, SlOO, good with
children, 256·0925 after 4.
8/29

CONVERSATIONAL FRENCH classos. 242·3327 ·
9/5
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
tfn

6.

FORSALE

Blue
8/29

4.

Paisano's "Pizza on Wheels"

·-------

BEDROOM WITH PRIVATE entrance, bath, 1
block off Central, near University $85, 265·6969,
.
9/3
268·0504.

0

(.)
......

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: share 3·
bedroom house, 1!3 rent, utilities, d,d,, Chris 247·
8257 evenings.
9/6

--·-

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to;
Classified Advertising, UNM .Box 20,
Albuquerque, N,M,
87131.

,..0

AMERICAN/IN'rERNATIONAL Youth Hostel
pass sold ·Canterbury Chapel. 425 University NE.
829

---·-·

Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one
dbllar minimum, Advertisements run five
or more consecutive days with no chaRges,
nine cents per word per day, (no refunds if
cancelled before flve insertions). Classified
advertis«(ments must be paid in advance.

...,

C\1

blocks from campus. $80 per mont):l plus •;,
utilities. Furnished. After five 425 1h Columbia
SE.
8/29

8?1olf

.hiquid ~ilver *5.95 oz.

60% oil on ail Jewelry

Friday and Saturday Specials!
Smirnoff Vodka 5th $3.79
Coor's Beer 6pk $1.49
Still Brook Bourbon Qt. $3.89
Q.T. Whiskey Qt. $3.79
T.V. Vodka Qt. $3.19

Use our conveni"nt drive-up window.
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